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The Metaverse is a virtual world concept, essentially a shared virtual platform that
allows users to interact with things that have a near similarity to the actual world,
such as daily communication, film viewing, and video gameplay. This works by
combining the technologies from Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR).
The Metaverse is the bridge between physical and virtual worlds within the
decentralized and open-source virtual world. Cryptographic protocols will emerge for
managing digital value, for example, digital art, real estate, 3D games, and many
more business utility. The facilitators that make this happen will be NFT’s on the
Binance Smart Chain allowing for affordable and rapid transactions.
Access to the internet is omnipresent in today's society, and it is also constantly
improving. The Metaverse will make it easier and more realistic for users to connect
with one another. If there is anything that can replace the world wide web it is
metaverse.
According to Zion Market Research, the global augmented and virtual reality market
was valued at around USD 26.7 billion in 2018 and is expected to reach approximately
$814.7 billion by 2025, at a CAGR of 63% between 2019 and 2025.
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To this point, blockchain and blockchain systems have shown to be un-hackable and
irreversible, which is crucial if any virtual reality platform is to gain widespread use. In
particular, if an individual or group of individuals will be interacting with others in a
virtual environment, there must be some assurance that the transactions will be safe.
Hacks and data breaches are
common, but if people are
supposed to operate in an entirely
online and virtual environment, the
underlying platform on which they
will be operating must be secure.
Not only does blockchain allow for
fast confirmation of information, but
it also allows for cryptographically
secure and protected transactions.
To put it another way, blockchain
and crypto assets are fundamental
and integral aspects of how virtual
reality will be deployed.
The metaverse is still a developing and rapidly expanding field, but the bottom line is
that to support and actualize a fully functional metaverse, blockchain and crypto
assets will need to play a significant part in its future implementation. To reach the
actual potential of this domain, a transparent and traceable manner of
conducting transactions and
interacting with one another would be required; blockchain and crypto assets
may provide a potential solution to this problem
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ShibElonVerse token is the true solution to all problems with metaverse. ShibElonVerse
Token is a Binance Smart Chain-based crypto token that utilizes the power of both
blockchain and metaverse. Through the blockchain, it makes metaverse more secure
and scalable. The blockchain can be expanded with its increase in blocks or users.
ShibElonVerse is aiming to provide more and more utility and use cases through
which its users can earn benefits. Use cases like Automatic Rewards, Virtual World,
and New Payment System.
ShibElonVerse is also a decentralized platform that depends on community
engagement in its growth. ShibElonVerse will provide the crypto community with a
unique experience, bringing users together in one immersive and entertaining space.
ShibElonVerse is a world of opportunity, creativity, freedom, and hope. Where you can
see what the future is going to be. Become a part of our ShibElonVerse and
experience by yourself.
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NEW PAYMENT SYSTEM
The native token for ShibElonVerse is $SHIBEV and will be used as the currency in
ShibElonVerse. Inside ShibElonVerse $SHIBEV token will be used to reward holders, buy
land, play games, and use other utilities inside the ecosystem. Users can hold tokens
to earn rewards and create a side earning stream for them. This can work as a new
type of digital currency which users can exchange with each other. Because of
blockchain, this would be more secure and fast for transactions.

AUTOMATIC REWARD
Each owner of ShibElonVerse tokens can automatically receive $ADA from the reward
pool. The reward pool contains several $ADA tokens reserved by the contract. The
contract uses a portion of the tax applied to every transaction (6% on buy and 7% on
sell) to do this.
$ADA rewards are sent
periodically throughout the day.
There are no set times. The
rewards can be paid as
frequently as every hour during
high volume. While during low
volume, it can get down to once
a day. Regardless of when the
rewards come through, the
distribution amount does not
change. The reward system is
triggered by volume, and
payouts occur when suitable,
covering gas fees as necessary.
There is a total of 12% tax on buy and 15% on sell transaction. Out of this total tax, 6%
from buy and 7% from sell is rewarded to the holders. However, the amount they
receive depends upon the number of tokens they hold in their wallet. This is the fairest
way for the distribution of the rewards. The more ShibElonVerse you own, the more
$ADA you will earn! It is as simple as that.
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BUY & SELL VIRTUAL LAND
Initially, ShibElonVerse tokens can be
used to purchase virtual land within the
ShibElonVerse ecosystem with the NFT
mechanism acting as your title of
ownership. Lands owners can earn
money in multiple ways. Like they can
hold to their land to earn a
$ShibElonVerse token or they can sell
their land in NFT auction to earn profit.

VIRTUAL GAMING
Globally, the video game industry is
larger than the sports and film industries
combined. The gaming industry is
booming with new ideas but gaming in
the metaverse is the new trend now. If
we combine the play-to-earn model
with metaverse we can create a new
economy in a virtual world and
ShibElonVerse is aiming to do so. Think
about a gaming environment where you
earn through playing games. Through
ShibElonVerse we can change the whole
experience of gaming. The virtualgaming world where the player can
engage with each other and compete to
win rewards.
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NFT stands for non-fungible
token. Non-fungible refers to
unique or special. Opposite to
it, fungible things are those
which can be easily replaced
like currency notes, digital
coins, etc. On the other hand,
non-fungible tokens are
unique and can’t be replaced
like a short video clip, digital
art, etc. NFTs are similar to
cryptocurrency units in that
they are created and
protected through the use of
blockchain technology.
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BUYING
12% TRANSACTION TAX
6% Marketing and Team

6% Cardano Rewards to all Holders

SELLING
15% TRANSACTION TAX
7% Cardano Rewards to all Holders

7% Marketing and Team

1% Liquidity
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ROADMAP
2022 - Q1
PRESALE ON DXSALE: 16/01/2022
Launch on PancakeSwap: 17/01/2022
Listing on CoinGecko
Listing on CoinMarketCap
Listing on CoinBase
Listing on CryptoCompare
Listing on CoinCheckUp
Influencers Marketing in english, spanish and Portuguese

2022 - Q2
FIRST EXCHANGE
Influencers Marketing in Asia
Influencers Marketing in USA
Listing on CoinMarketCap
Second Exchange

2022 - Q3
FIRST INVESTMENT IN THE METAVERSE
Third Exchange
Great Press Release Campaign
Advertisements in Times Square

2022 - Q4
FOURTH EXCHANGE
Second investment in the Metaverse
Start building our ecosystem in the Metaverse
First party on our plot of the Metaverse
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